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Chapter 1

About this release

The release notes contain late-breaking information about Kofax Customer Communications Manager.
Read this document carefully, as it contains information that is not available in other documentation.

Version information

This Kofax Customer Communications Manager 5.1 release is identified by build number 5.1.0.0.0.1627.

You can verify the build number as follows:
1. In the CCM Designer for Web main window, in the right upper corner, click the question icon.
2. Click About.
3. Verify that the build number is 1627.

System requirements

For information on technical requirements for hardware, server operating systems, web servers,
supported word processors, compatible software and more, see the Technical Specifications document on
the Kofax Customer Communications Manager support page on the Kofax website: www.kofax.com

New features

This section lists features that are new in this version of the product.

HTML5 support with HTML5 Quick Templates

Use HTML5 files as the basis for Quick Templates to enhance the layout and styling properties for your
communications. You can:
▪ Upload a customized HTML5 file as a new HTML5 Quick Template to the Content Repository through

the Designer for Web.
▪ Download an HTML5 Quick Template as a HTML5 file for editing in an external application when

changes are needed. The changed HTML5 file can be uploaded as a new revision of the existing
HTML5 Quick Template.

▪ Edit HTML5 Quick Templates in the Designer for Web, such as adding Fields and lists of Fields to the
Data Backbone and then inserting them in the desired location in your HTML5 Quick Template.

www.kofax.com
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▪ Create a Document Template for an HTML5 Quick Template. The Document Template can be tested in
the Designer for Web to ensure that the data used in the Document Template appears correctly.

▪ Create an HTML file based on an HTML5 Quick Template.

For more information, see the chapter "Work with Quick Templates" in the Kofax Customer
Communications Manager Designer for Web User's Guide.

Enhancements to Document Packs Templates

For step-by-step instructions on these enhancements, see "Create and edit a new Document Pack
Template" in the Kofax Customer Communications Manager Designer for Web User's Guide.

Conditional slots in Document Pack Templates

In a Document Pack Template, you can add conditions on certain slots so the documents contained in
these slots are only generated and included in the Document Pack if the conditions are met.

A condition is based on an expression that evaluates to a boolean value. An expression is created with
Fields from the Data Backbone in the Designer for Web.

Import documents in Document Pack Templates

You can define a slot in a Document Pack Template to be of type "import document." This allows you to
have a document stored outside of CCM in the specified slot of the resulting Document Pack.

Changesets introduced

This release enables you to keep all changes for a single project together to publish these changes in one
action with the help of Changesets.
▪ Create a single Changeset for a change-project in the Designer for Web and add to it various objects

that you need to change for that project.
▪ Promote a Changeset in the publication workflow, ending with publication of the changes.
▪ Deactivate a Changeset when you no longer need it.
▪ Filter the view in the Designer for Web to a single Changeset within a project.

For more details on this functionality, see the chapter "Work with Changesets" in the Kofax Customer
Communications Manager Designer for Web User's Guide.

Deployment improvements

New deployment parameters are added:
▪ Webserver!ServiceUser and Webserver!ServicePassword require you to supply an account and

password for the web service user.
▪ ExampleWebApp!Install allows you to either install or omit an example web application during

deployment.

For more information, see the Kofax Customer Communications Manager Installation Guide.
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Improved deployment and configuration for CCM instances

This release provides a number of enhancements to the way you work with CCM instance:
▪ Various new scenarios with installation of instances (ability to install additional instances, remove

unnecessary instances, use a different instance for CCM Batch & Output Management, or deploy an
instance separately)

▪ Management of CCM instances with a new tool called ManageCM

For detailed information, see the Kofax Customer Communications Manager Getting Started Guide.

Support for single package

A single CCM package is supported instead of three different packages. With a single package you can:
▪ Deploy a Contract Manager separately
▪ Deploy a contract type for a given instance
▪ Check deployment of services with the Contract Manager
▪ Define your own contract types for deployment

For details, see the Kofax Customer Communications Manager Getting Started Guide.

Oracle support reintroduced for the Repository database

In this release, we reintroduce Oracle support for the Repository database, which greatly improves the
experience for users upgrading from versions earlier than CCM 4.4 (when the product name was ITP).

For more information, see the Kofax Customer Communications Manager Installation Guide.

Support for user management through CCM API

A new contract type, CCMAdministration V1, supports the ability to perform common administrative tasks
through CCM API.

For more information on this contract type, see the Kofax Customer Communications Manager API
Guide.

Ability to enable authentication and authorization for Contract Manager

You can enable authentication and authorization for Contract Manager through a PowerShell script.

After enabling authentication and authorization for the Contract Manager, it only grants access
applications to authorized SOAP calls after they are properly authenticated. For details, see the section
"Manage calling applications and their access to Contract Manager interfaces" in the Kofax Customer
Communications Manager Getting Started Guide.

Also, we recommend that you enable SSL for connections to the Contract Manager.
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See the Kofax Customer Communications Manager Installation Guide for information on how to enable
the functionality.

Stricter password policy

In this release, stricter requirements are enforced when account passwords are changed.

For more information on the password policy and how to configure it, see the Kofax Customer
Communications Manager Repository Administrator's Guide.

New user interface for the Designer for Web

With 5.1 release, CCM Designer for Web has an enhanced user interface that shows available actions
and information on objects in the right pane, which includes publication workflow status and preview for
Text Blocks.

Support for additional foreign languages in CCM ComposerUI for HTML5

You can enhance a CCM installation with a language pack by adding a language to ComposerUI for
HTML5.

For more information, see the chapter "Manage language packs" in the Kofax Customer Communications
Manager Getting Started Guide.

Support for file uploads in ComposerUI for HTML5

CCM 5.1 supports file uploads in CCM ComposerUI for HTML5. While composing a document, you can
upload a file using a file question. The answer to the file question refers to the uploaded file on the server.

For more information, see the section "Create a Form with a file question" in the Kofax Customer
Communications Manager Core Developer's Guide.

Support for download and upload of objects

CCM offers the ability to download a version of an object to a local computer so you can edit it in the
application of your choice and then upload the edited object as a new revision.

Currently, the Designer for Web requires Internet Explorer and specific security settings to allow the two
XBAPs (the Content Wizard Editor and the Form Editor) and the ActiveX for opening Microsoft Word
documents through the browser. You no longer need to rely exclusively on ActiveX.

This functionality is supported for the following types of objects:
▪ Master Templates
▪ Includes
▪ Quick Templates
▪ CSS and XSLT Style Sheets
▪ Page Style and Style Sheet documents
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▪ Documentation documents

The basic mechanism follows the same pattern:
▪ The first user to download an object creates and locks a new revision.
▪ When downloading the same locked object again, the user is given the content of the locked revision.
▪ When another user downloads the same locked object, access to the draft revision is given.
▪ Only the user that has an object locked, can upload again. The contents of the upload are placed in the

locked revision.

Support for Office 2013 and Office 2016

Office 2013 and Office 2016 are supported for the development, maintenance, and run-time support of
content in DOC projects. Document Pack Templates and the default contract types are not supported for
DOC documents.

Ability to produce PDF documents without Microsoft Word

In this release, the DocToPDF Core scripting command is extended with the ability to convert DOCX
documents to PDF using the built-in Rendition technology that does not require Microsoft Word.

The Rendition technology is turned on automatically for systems that do not have Microsoft Word
installed.

For information on the relevant commands and their settings, see the Kofax Customer Communications
Manager Core Scripting Language Developer's Guide.

New PDF processor

A new PDF processor, PDFLib, supports all PDF files and operations without the Amyuni processor.

The following commands for PDF operations with PDFLib are available: ConcatPDF, MergePDF, and
SecurePDF. For details, see the Kofax Customer Communications Manager Core Scripting Language
Developer's Guide.

Changes in behavior

This section describes product behavior that has changed since Kofax Customer Communications
Manager 5.0.

End of Hammer support

Starting with this release, CCM no longer supports the Hammer content regression testing tool.
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Chapter 2

Resolved issues

This chapter lists previously reported issues that are resolved with this release.

Authorization was incorrect for roles applied to a user on some
folders

In the Designer for Web, authorization applied to some specific folders was ignored. For example, if a
user was assigned the Viewer role on a project and the Author role on the Document Templates folder in
that project, the user was still not able to create new Document Templates. (884694)

Running multiple Odin Import processes simultaneously could
cause deadlocks in database

Running multiple processes that used the OdinProcessImport component simultaneously could cause a
deadlock processing failure. (883266)

Line feeds from XML data excluded from the result document

Under certain circumstances, line feeds from XML data could be rendered incorrectly in table cells in
documents produced as part of a Document Pack Template. (878924)

Zip codes in recipient data could not be longer than five
characters

The length of a zip code in recipient data could not be longer than five characters, which led to a
processing error when creating envelopes with the OdinFilterManager component. (861541)

The allowed length has been increased to ten characters.

Installation failed with licenses for non-ASCII company names

The installation of the CCM Core Package failed if a license used was issued to a company with non-
ASCII characters in the company name. (833670)
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Forms date picker in ComposerUI for HTML5 was not localized

In CCM ComposerUI for HTML5, the Forms date picker provided to support date questions was not
localized. (756518)

The date picker has been localized in this release.

Least significant digit reset to zero after converting NUMBERs to
negative ZONED

Converting a NUMBER variable into a negative ZONED value set the least significant digit of the number
to 0. This issue affected User Defined Functions and PATH/PAR constructs where the value is derived
from a NUMBER value. (756109)

Text between XML brackets removed when reopening a Text
Block

In CCM ComposerUI for HTML5 and in CCM Designer, text that was enclosed between the XML brackets
"<" and ">" was removed when you reopened the Text Block. (742885)

Upload of large export failed

Uploading a large file caused too much memory to be consumed, resulting in a failed upload. (740120)

Saving of large Rich Text Blocks failed without an error message

Saving of large Rich Text Blocks failed without displaying an error message. (738637)

Error after splitting or discarding parts of output produced by a
single Template

Using the functions put_in_document, put_in_text_file, and put_in_text_file2 and the DISCARD_OUTPUT
keyword in CCM Template Script could cause an error after the function and/or keyword was executed.
(732663)
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Text Blocks failed to update if a Field was updated at a higher
Data Backbone level

When editing a Field in a Content Wizard in ComposerUI for HTML5, the display of other Fields that were
based on the same data were not always updated. (730688)

Content Wizard Field validation was incorrect for some Text
Blocks

When submitting a Content Wizard in CCM ComposerUI for HTML5, the value of some Fields was not
validated. This occurred for Fields in a specific subset of Text Blocks that were upgraded from a previous
version. (730679)

Toggle conditions for hidden questions not handled

ComposerUI for HTML5 failed to render a Form that contained a toggle condition, if this toggle condition
referred to a hidden question. (730243)

ComposerUI for J2EE shipped the wrong version of ITPiLib jar

Features in the CCM ComposerUI embedding in CCM ComposerUI for J2EE were missing, which
included Suspend and Resume functionality and a redirect to the configured URL at the end of the
composition process. (727671)

To resolve the problem, the "composerui" application has been added, which resides in:

<deploy root>\CCM\Programs\5.1\Instance_xx\core\ITPOnline

Nested calls into a library during composition could cause error

Calling template code in a library from another function in the same library (either directly or indirectly
through Text Block formatting functions) could cause unexpected behavior, resulting in an EEE0000 or
other error code. (727606)

Static Documents upload failed

The upload for Static Documents failed with a message about files being too large, even though the
actual file size was within the allowed file size limit. (727440)
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Extra line feeds added to table cell in a Text Block

In CCM ComposerUI for HTML5 and in the CCM Designer, the Text Block Editor added superfluous line
feeds at the start of a table cell. (723942)

DEFAULT value of PARAMETER was ignored when the
Document Pack Template was used

When a Master Template contained PARAMETER marked as OPTIONAL and a value for DEFAULT, the
DEFAULT value was not used when a Document Pack Template was based on this Master Template.
(721349)

With this release, you can configure "No value" for an optional parameter in a Master Template, indicating
that the default value defined in the Master Template must be assigned to this parameter. For optional
parameters of type TEXT, you can configure the empty string.

Also, a new keyword PREPOPULATE can be used to configure an initial value for parameters in a
Document Template.

For more information, see the Kofax Customer Communications Manager Template Scripting Language
Developer's Guide.

Multi-level numbered lists in Text Blocks were rendered incorrectly

In CCM ComposerUI for HTML5 and in the CCM Designer, the Text Block Editor rendered multi-level lists
incorrectly, causing additional empty list items to be shown. (714548)

Non-ASCII characters displayed incorrectly in Text Block Preview

When previewing a Text Block in the CCM Designer Content Wizard editor, non-ASCII characters were
not displayed correctly. (714438)

ComposerUI for HTML5 not opened when Data Backbone data
Fields were missing

In CCM ComposerUI for HTML5, Data Backbone handling in Content Wizards had some unnecessary
limitations. For example, Data Structures with empty Field Sets or with values containing tab characters
were processed incorrectly. (711979)
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Chapter 3

Known issues

This chapter describes issues that you may encounter while using Kofax Customer Communications
Manager 5.1. Workarounds are provided, as applicable.

Restricted characters in object names

In the Designer for Web, the names of the following objects are restricted to use only characters from the
character set ISO 8859-1 (Latin-1):
▪ Document Pack Templates
▪ Document Templates
▪ Folders
▪ Includes
▪ Letter Books
▪ Master Templates
▪ Projects

Designer for Web allows invalid Data Preparation Templates

Designer for Web allows Quick Documents and Static Documents to be specified as Data Preparation
Templates. However, they cannot affect the Data Backbone; therefore, they are invalid as Data
Preparation Templates.

Composing a Document Pack that has a Static Document or a Quick Document for its Data Preparation
Template leads to an error. (887392)

Document Pack review not showing changes made

When reviewing a Document Pack after composition, then going back and changing some data in a Form
or QForm, and then reviewing the document again at the end, the review does not reflect the changes.
Instead, it shows the Document Pack version before the additional changes. (894515)

Note  The produced document where the changes were made does contain the changed data.
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ConcatPDF with PDFLib processor fails if a document has a
Permission Password set

The CCM Core Script ConcatPDF command fails when one or more PDF documents have a Permission
Password set and the processor is set to PDFLib. (893069)

High DPI value causes layout issues in the Designer for Web

When the windows DPI value is higher than 100%, the following layout issues occur in the Designer for
Web:
▪ The "New" button is missing from the condition lists in the Form Editor.
▪ The Text Block Preview in the Text Block configuration window of the Content Wizard Editor is the

wrong size. (888072, 886867)

Deleted libraries are included in the object count

When a user clicks Accept on the project level, deleted libraries are included in the object count for
publication. (868856)

Changeset totals are wrong for Master Templates

Master Templates are counted twice in the Changeset totals. (868848)
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Chapter 4

Additional documentation

The channel variants functionality described in the Kofax Customer Communications Manager Designer
for Web User's Guide, section "Create and edit a Document Pack Template with channels," will only be
introduced in the CCM 5.1.1 release.
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